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Welcome to the new Showcase panel. It’s a fairly simple change, so all you need to do is to
highlight the files you want to display, right click on the panel and choose the change option, and
point to the correct Showcase panel. At the top of the panel is a slider. You can either set it to
always show the file’s thumbnail (the old Photoshop behavior), show the file’s canvas (the new
behavior), or show both thumbnail and canvas. A little animated gear icon indicates when the
thumbnail is being shown. Adobe has added the option to blur specific objects using the Photo
Filter effect. It gives you three different options, with the 20 Percent option is closest to the
original image. The 10 Percent, 20 Percent, and 40 Percent options allow you to select a portion of
the object you want to blur, or blur anywhere in between those narrow bands. You can add as
many of these blur effects as you want to your photo, and they will be applied as a stack. This is
one of the few times that “several” is a good thing, since it means you can add a 10 Percent blur
effect, then a 20 Percent effect for the same portion of the photo. Combine Layer styles to create
distinct effect. The default options already are fairly impressive. Press “Combine” in the Layer
Styles Effect dialog box to choose between a Color, Multiply, Screen, or Overlay style, and you’ll
see the effect of that style on the layer(s) it’s applied to as soon as you click OK. The next time you
click Combine, you’ll see the results on any combination of layers you have selected, in order from
top to bottom.
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One of the most important elements of photo editing is white balance. White balance adjusts the
colors in your images and helps them appear more natural. You do this by selecting the light
source, and adjusting the brightness and shadows to give your image a more natural feel. What It
Does: The Perspective Warp tool allows you to manipulate and edit perspectives in an image. This
feature takes a few steps to use, but it’s important for creating the illusion of 3D in your images.
What It Does: The Content-Aware Fill function searches for a specific color in your image and
uses it to fill the area with that same color once it’s been detected. This is a great tool for solving
problems like repeated backgrounds and unwanted photos on images. What It Does: When you
edit your photos, it’s pretty obvious that those shots taken during the day are much brighter and
cleaner than those taken at night. The Clarity and Vibrance sliders in Adobe Photoshop are perfect
for adding that extra oomph to an image. Seek out a brighter image to start and then gradually
lower the amount of clarity and vibrancy until your image looks a little bit more muted. What It
Does: The Healing tool is an excellent tool for fixing blemishes and other unwanted areas in
photos. It works by examining a few pixels before and after the blemish and then either erasing
the blemish or up-sampling it to make it almost disappear. By using this tool, you can quickly and
efficiently color correct or remove blemishes from your photos. 933d7f57e6
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Additionally, you can create new typefaces from scratch with the new Font Variation feature,
which lets you combine fonts to make custom typefaces. There are also plenty of new Layers and
Layer Masks that allow you to quickly assemble your images. Another noticeable addition is the
new Content Aware Fill, which fills in the background of a photo based on your artistic intent.
More radical features on Photoshop are also being introduced, including the ability to generate
entire shots from scratch, and two-sided printing. The new features are part of Photoshop CC
2021, which Adobe says will begin rolling out to users in January 2019. We don’t have any plans of
when Adobe’s new software will go live for us, but we’ll be monitoring it closely and will update
this list if anything major is revealed. For those on Windows, only the Windows-powered
Photoshop Express is available on the App Store. Photoshop Express is a streamlined cloud photo
storing and editing solution that simplifies the process of sharing, organizing, and editing your
photos. Photoshop Express works on both Macs and Windows PCs and also has the ability to
transfer your images directly to your phone or tablet, from where they can be shared on social
media. There are other features available on macOS 10.13, and on Windows systems for Windows
7 and later. These include the ability to turn a photo, video, or graphic into a 3D object, convert a
photo to black and white, remove multiple objects and subjects in a photo, retouch and fix any
type of images or graphics, combine multiple photos, create and edit scripts, and more. There are
also document templates, import and export capabilities, and clip art. You can also create and edit
Markers to annotate your work, as well as manage fonts.
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“Today’s announcement, anchored by Share for Review, demonstrates Adobe’s pace of innovation
and commitment to customers and industry partners,” said Jeff Sessions, Adobe’s Chief Product
Officer. “Our goal is to inspire customers to be creative using the tools that are available to them.”
Photoshop has been a cornerstone of Adobe’s work in personal and professional digital imaging. In
fact, it is the most widely adopted and influential digital imaging software in the industry – indeed,
perhaps the most widely used software of any type on earth. Ending the year of 2014 a record
number of users around the world used Photoshop and Adobe Creative Cloud. Since June 2017
more than 17 million new Monthly Active Users (MAUs) have signed up for Creative Cloud. During
2018 Adobe launched eight editions of Photoshop, each perfect for different customers. In fact,
over 35 editions of Photoshop products were released during the year, three new web design
products, two new animation tools and two new creative applications were adopted and five more
products were updated. With these and other advancements, Photoshop team continues to drive
digital imaging forward. “We’re excited to introduce the new features because that means we’re



building on the vibrant creative community we’ve started to cultivate over the last year,” said
Adams, who is now the head of the Photoshop team. “I’m thrilled to help customers enhance their
creative projects with collaborative features like Share for Review and with innovative features
that empower them to achieve their vision.”

• *apTool: An Optional Adobe® Creative Cloud App that enables users to collaborate on an image
outside of Photoshop. apTool simplifies the collaborative editing experience for speed and
efficiency, and enables Film & Animation artists to share polished assets such as storyboards,
sound files and motion graphics with a broad range of collaborators through a browser, iOS,
Android and tablet platforms. Additionally, this solution is built to be hardware and platform
agnostic, so all users in a collaborative session can use whatever system or device they prefer.
apTool was introduced as an optional app for Creative Cloud customers in September, and will be
available on all other platforms in the coming months. apTool is now part of the CC app set with
the December 2018 update. • *Creative Cloud Pinboard: A new, streamlined digital canvas for
visual collaboration on images that helps team members work within Photoshop documents or on
assets in other Creative Cloud desktop applications Meeting the new demands of today’s digital
makers with revolutionary new image editing software is made possible by the commitment to
features that are as powerful today as they were 30 years ago. Here is an overview of the new
feature:

Camera Raw - A powerful tool to improve your photos by enhancing the colors in the image
with the settings from your camera.
Lens Correction - Filter out lens artifacts to boost the quality of your photos.
Tonemapping - An easy way to adjust the darkness or highlight of your photos in an instant.
It helps in adjusting the overall exposure of the photo.
Cropping - Crop an image, adjust its background blur, resize it or add a special effect to it.
Quick Mask - Enhance the edges and highlights of an image.
Color Correction - Correct colors in your photos.
Black & White - A faster way to create a black and white image by adding opacity to a neutral
color.
Glow - Add a face-like glow to highlight the subject.
Background Blur - Adjust the background blur values of the image.
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“The feedback from our customers has inspired us to revolutionize how photographers work and
create images within Photoshop,” said Shantanu Narayen, CEO of Adobe. “Our goal is to create an
app that is as fun to use as it is powerful. The new features and experiences in Photoshop reflect
our commitment to bring the best of what Photoshop can do today to every corner of the market.”
Also at Photoshop MAX, Adobe announced a preview of Sensei AI-powered image editing features
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expected to be rolled out to Photoshop in 2020. By leveraging advanced machine learning
methods, Adobe Sensei AI will enable faster, more precise editing of real-world images, enabling
Photoshop users to consistently improve their editing skills. “Thanks to machine learning, we’re
able to train our AI to learn the styles and tasks that you use every day, and to quickly acclimate
to your specific needs,” said Chris Mills, director of photo and graphics at Adobe. “With this in
mind, we’re making machine learning tools more accessible and welcome input from the Adobe
community on topics you think we should continue to focus on.” The new workflow features in
Photoshop enable new ways to work and share in Photoshop, including the ability to connect your
Photoshop canvas and Blender Container in a shared session so that changes also affect the 3D
scene shared between Photoshop and Blender. You can also use Drive CC to create virtual
workspace areas and easily switch between workspaces.
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In the journey towards a true edge-to-edge layout editor, Photoshop includes the ability to work
with text using the novel Space Pen tool. With great precision and a smooth pen stroke, you'll be
able to perfectly fit batches of text in design gaps.
Adobe takes the concept of horizontal and vertical lines further with the introduction of an
input/output feature called Grid. Grid is a transparent line that can be scaled to any length,
creating an easy-to-use guide within the image. The lines can even be used to help align things
like frames of the paper on which a landscape photo is printed. You can also add a background
grid mode that's overlaid over all of your layers. All of the lines can easily be re-sized, and can be
set by location along the x or y axis. It's completely free, and repositioned easily. Whether you
want to work with a larger number of frames or simply to get perfectly straight rows of text
running horizontally or vertically, Photoshop Elements for macOS provides solutions to the
connectivity challenges. With iCloud Drive support for documents and images, you can access
stored files across multiple systems with no limits on file sizes. With that in mind, you’ll find 3D
now more conveniently available in Photoshop Elements for macOS; you can now add digital clip
art, panoramas, and 3D photos to your image-editing projects. You can use objects as both
backgrounds and 3D layers to create stunning images for desktop and web use. As you prepare
images for print and presentation, enjoy much more advanced Creative Suite for macOS , which
the update to Photoshop Elements merges into one program. You can use sophisticated selection
tools to arrange and re-shape your content, and effects tools for setting the background and
adding color correction. The built-in Paper feature lets you use a radial gradient to create a
background that’s made up of a colorful paper design, so you can easily create a look that’s
consistent across your artwork.
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